CALSTOCK NDP: REVIEW of SETTLEMENT DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES – 27th February 2021
On 20 January 2021 the Calstock NDP working party reviewed the Settlement Development Boundaries [DB] in the light of the discussion we had with the
examiner on 7 January. On 25th Jan the working party met with Sarah Furley to discuss their conclusions, and met again on 29th January and 5th February to
further consider the LGS and DB.
The working party addressed all the examiner’s questions and also reviewed the DBs right around the Parish to ensure that the DBs are consistent with the
methodology and consistently applied throughout the Parish. The note below describes the NDP working party’s reasoning and final conclusions.
As part of this process, the DB methodology has also been revised to be more consistent and to take into account case law as regarding the treatment of
residential gardens outside built up areas as PDL (See attached).
In order to be clear that including larger gardens in the DB should not lead to excessive levels of development which could harm settlement character and be
contrary to the intentions of the NDP, the QB suggests that Infill Policy HP3, which already has character requirements regarding density and plotsize respecting the
settlement and surrounding development, could be extended to include an additional reference to large gardens located within the edge of settlements to the effect
that particular care should be taken not to increase density that would alter the characteristic open or wooded qualities of such areas. The QB would also undertake to
ensure that adjustments to the explanatory text are made, in collaboration with the LPA, to justify this element of the policy, including if appropriate a reference to the
relevant case law.

Online maps show where amendments are intended. The original DB as submitted is shown as a dashed purple line and the revised DB as a solid red line.
Hyperlink to XMAP (Ctrl + Click to follow link) : https://shared.xmap.cloud?map=377078c3-0ff5-4f58-9f47-d1eadf1760d6
Examiner’s Questions
1. Have exception sites which are built or where the permission is
implemented been excluded from any of the proposed development
boundaries and if so why?

Response
Yes. The reasoning is set out at Para 2.3.c.i of the Settlement Development
Boundary Assessment 2020: ‘Include: i. development permitted outside the
boundaries since 2007, and existing commitments for built development on
the edge of a settlement (other than ‘rural exception permissions’ which
should remain outside the SDB so as not to encourage conversion to free
market dwellings or subsequent further ‘rural exception’ site developments
alongside which could lead to inappropriate ribbon development.)’ Such
‘leapfrogging’ development was considered to be a clear risk as
demonstrated at St Ann’s Chapel, where if the Foster’s Meadow completed
exception site is included in the SDB an additional rural exception site could
then be encouraged to its west which would connect to the cluster of
dwellings at Fourwinds. Another example of the potential of ribbon

development from ‘leapfrogging’ rural exceptions is on the north side of
Metherell. However, after further advice from Cornwall Council all these
sites are now included within the Development Boundary.
2. If the boundary cuts through any gardens or buildings/groups of buildings, Yes. However, after further advice from Cornwall Council the full extent of
please explain why. Have any large gardens been excluded and if so why?
residential gardens are now included within the Development Boundary,
apart from where there are clear exceptional reasons not to do so. These
are at (1) St Ann’s Chapel the long narrow miners’ plot gardens stretching up
to the higher ground north of the village (Boundary Section B – C) have been
excluded as this is a very vulnerable boundary with stretches of poorly
defined plots of varying depth that create ‘pockets’ of land that are under
pressure for back land development, which with some astute land assembly
work could produce inappropriately large developments, (2) Kimberley at
Gunnislake which projects extensively into the countryside and (3) Meadows
End, Albaston where if the whole garden were included the boundary would
project in a way that squeezes the green pocket.
3. Please explain the apparent inconsistencies between the approach taken Please see above.
for some settlements, for example– gardens are included at Chilsworthy,
but not at St Ann’s chapel.
4. Has any brownfield land on the edge of the settlements been excluded
NPPF says that Previously Developed Land’ excludes: ‘…..land that was
from inclusion within the boundaries?
previously-developed but where the remains of the permanent structure or
fixed surface structure have blended into the landscape in the process of
time’. Calstock Parish, being an old tin and copper mining centre from the
C19th and early C20th, had many associated areas of processing land and
buildings. Much of that is still extant but does not fall to be considered as
‘Previously Developed Land. At Gunnislake a former brickworks quarry of
1.1ha that has been referred to as a ‘brownfield site’ in the analysis of
Boundary Section B – C. However, as the site has been levelled and become
naturally regenerated it does not appear to be ‘Previously Developed Land’.
In any event, access to it is limited and it is in the WHS and AONB, and so it
was not thought appropriate to include it with the Development Boundary.

Examiner’s Questions
Calstock DB [SEE MAP 1]
• The eastern end of the development boundary appears to cut
through existing properties, not including others and excluding
gardens. For example, why are Oak Tree Cottage, The Drying Loft,
Springwood, Scomber, Wildfern, Poppyfield, and half of Bramley
excluded?

RECOMMENDATIONS
Oak Tree & The Drying Loft were a barn conversion granted PP with an
agricultural tie, and a dwelling that was originally an agricultural building.
The agricultural dwelling was released from its tie in 2010 and the Drying
Loft was granted a LUC in 2009 after 9 years un-approved residential use.
As they are in lawful use there is no good reason to exclude them. There is a
sensible boundary to be made by extending the line at Merrivale round their
curtilages. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Springwood is a natural part of the settlement here and should be included
in the DB with its curtilage. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
The agricultural buildings to its north to remain outside.
Scomber. There is no logic to having only half of Scomber within the DB.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB. However the DB should be drawn
along the assessed garden boundary not to include the rough wooded land
adjacent to it on the east.
Poppyfield, Wildfern and Bramley include open areas to their south which
have been brought into their gardens and have a residential character and
logically should be included with the DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE
IN DB

•

The eastern end of the development boundary appears to cut
through existing properties, not including others and excluding
gardens. For example, why is The Retreat excluded?

'The Retreat There is a clear boundary from Wildfern made by the adjacent
lane. It is set back from Scomber which is also across a lane. The land
immediatley above it is mostly in Flood Zone 2. Furthermore, if it wereis
included it could also encourage ribbon development further along
Harewood Road that could not be reasonably considered to be rounding-off.
DO NOT INCLUDE IN DB.
Willowdene, Orchard Cottage, Tree Tops – adjustments need to be made to
include extent of residential garden in the DB for consistency CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB (nb the garden of Ingeldene runs east-west
and the land to the south is not considered to be residential garden).

Community Hall Car Park – Adjust to incorporate it all for consistency.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Home Park, Merrivale. For consistency with methodology, these properties
residential gardens should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO
INCLUDE IN DB
•

At the northwest end – why are Three Corner Park, Rock Park Villas,
Sandlane Bungalow, The Poppies and Kelly Villa excluded?

Three Corner Park & Rock Park Villas
The Settlement Development Boundary Assessment 2020 on this area
concludes: ‘Being surrounded by nurseries or former nurseries many small
plots exist that could be subject to pressure for development which
cumulatively could have a significant impact on the settlement. There are
also some large curtilages capable of subdivision. This pressure is increased
by the Bridge View Nurseries approval for 33 dwellings. The settlement is
within the AONB, WHS, and a Conservation Area (supported by an Article 4).
The lanes are very narrow, so access would be poor. Lanes out of the village
of Calstock are very steep and potentially unstable. A tight DB is therefore
essential’.
These properties are in an area of distinctly different density and character
and are away from the settlement, up a narrow, inaccessible lane. Also,
including them would then bring pressure for rounding off the field
between them & Bridge View Nurseries DO NOT INCLUDE IN DB.
Poppies, Sand Lane Bungalow, Kelly Villa. Similar issues to above.
Historically they must have been agricultural and not part of the settlement
from which they are separated by the lane above The Piggery which
provides a distinct border and defining line. The density of buildings to the
west and north of the lane is more sparse and there is as clear change in
character. DO NOT INCLUDE IN DB.

The Piggery. The area to the south of the house is clearly now residential
garden and should be included in the DB for consistency with the
methodology. This is not considered to be inconsistent with the above.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Kelly Coppice, Ellendale and the Singing Tree. For consistency with the
mothodology these properties and residential gardens should be included.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Church Hill House. For consistency with methodology, small area of garden
should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Chilsworthy DB [SEE MAP 2]
• Why does the boundary cut through Highfields at the western end?

Highfields Including all of the site creates a ‘finger’ of the DB that could lead
to a ribbon of development running west, encouraging further extension.
The planning history of the site immediately to the west of the ‘finger’ is of
great relevance: a proposal for a new dwelling was refused an appeal in
April 2020 (PA20/00042), the reasons for which included that ‘…The visual
extension of residential development into the open countryside would be
harmful to the rural character of the location, and would fail to conserve and
enhance the landscape character and natural beauty of the AONB’ see:
https://tinyurl.com/yawbkjfd
West of Highfield two affordable dwellings have been permitted
(PA13/02220 – Site Plan Below.) Although that PP has expired it is still
relevant. If the DB had been drawn to include them the concerns about
‘leapfrogging’ development as identified in Para 2.3.c.i of the Settlement
Development Boundary Assessment 2020 would apply.

RETAIN BOUNDARIES TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
•

Why does the northern tip exclude the garage for Victoria Cottage?

•

Why has the boundary been extended to include The Court but not
extended to include Coe’s Nest?

Victoria Cottage – The garage is on an extension of the residential curtilage
into the adjoining field, but is clearly now part of the residential curtilage
and for consistency with the methodology should be included. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
The Court – The DB was extended here to include the curtilage of three
properties which link to the 2007 boundary and have been converted
from former agricultural use as per para 2.3.c.iii of the Settlement
Development Boundary Assessment 2020. It was considered that a change
of character to a residential area had occurred. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO
INCLUDE IN DB

Coe’s Nest
There is a clear boundary of extensive woodland between The Court & Coe’s
Nest. Coe’s Nest does not form part of the settlement of Chilsworthy and is
in the open countryside. RETAIN BOUNDARIES TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Morton House, Pine Ridge, Ramelsa, Woodview, Tremeneth and The Barn,
Philcrist. For consistency with methodology, these properties residential
gardens should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Albaston DB [See Map 3]
• The boundary cuts through the garden and driveway for Moorlands
in the southeast and also excludes outbuildings at Beat Haven – why
is this?

Moorlands. For consistency with methodology, this property’s residential
garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Beat Haven. All of the outbuildings have already been included in the DB.

•

Also excludes outbuildings situated between The Malt House and
Apple Tree Cottage and the shed to the west of Apple Tree Cottage.

The Malt House and Apple Tree Cottage and the shed to the west of Apple
Tree Cottage. The sheds between The House and Apple Tree Cottage do not
appear to be part of the residential curtilages, whilst the shed to the west is
agricultural. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

why is there a dogleg route at Stable Cottage.

Stable Cottage (Trainer Cottages) – The DB follows the extent of a
perpetuated PP (Permission for a dwelling, granted in the 1990’s, building
control notice in 2007 so development has started) for a dwelling and then
tucks in to exclude a ‘vee’ of land projecting northwards. This ‘vee’ is rural
in nature & separated off from the settlement by hedge, tree lines & roads.
However investigation shows that the approved residential curtilage is
smaller than portrayed so for consistency the DB should be redrawn.
RETAIN AND ADJUST BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

Why has the Methodist Church been excluded?

Methodist Church is a relatively modest building but is set in quite generous
grounds which contribute to the sense of openness as part of the green
pocket or finger. If it were included it would potentially create a very large
area to the east where ‘rounding off’ development out of scale with its
surroundings and the character and built form of the settlement might be
encouraged, contrary to the guiding principles of the DB Assessment.
RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

Hyns an Wragh, Buttermilk Cottage. For consistency with the methodology
these properties and residential gardens should be included. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Kingslea. For consistency with methodology, this property’s residential
garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Alstone, Trebant, Bracken Field, Meadows End. For the first three of these,
the land to the south are detached gardens which contribute to the green
pocket or finger referred to above, and therefore should be excluded from
the DB. If the whole of Meadows End garden were included the green
pocket would be squeezed off, so an exception to the methodology is
justified in this case. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
R/O Derecourt. This is a landlocked site with a consistent history of planning
refusals despite originally being included in the 2007 DB. As there is very
little prospect of it being developed, and it makes a contribution to the
green pocket, the site should logically be excluded from the DB. AMEND
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Drakewalls DB [See Map 3]
• Why are The Paddock, Feam Farm and Tregannick Farm excluded as The Paddock and Fearn Farm and Tregannick Farm – These are deep and
large curtilages located beyond the long boundary (H – I) to the east of
it looks as if they are part of the settlement?
Drakewalls below which the land drops away into the Tamar Valley AONB.
Albert Terrace makes a natural boundary and they are detached from the
settlement, are of lower density and are all farmhouses. Inclusion would be
a significant extension of the settlement into the AONB which could lead to
substantial growth, out of scale with its surroundings and not respecting the
character and built form of the settlement. It would also contribute to AQM
issues nearby. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

Why doesn’t boundary extend up to Sandhill House?

Sandhill House is a lower density area north of the westernmost ribbon of
development projecting north from Drakewalls. It is a large standalone
property. If it were included it would extend the ribbon, which forms the
east side of a ‘pocket’ surrounded by ribbons of development along Sand
Hill Park and Sand hill, on land that is entirely within the AONB and could
encourage an inappropriate rounding off between the two ribbons. Also it
would extend the ribbon of development towards Gunnislake, contributing
to the coalescence of the settlements. Development here would probably
need excavations and platforms and might add to the bulk of the existing
settlement when viewed from the east. It would also contribute to AQM
issues nearby. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

Why is Higher Dimson excluded – named settlement with a number
of residential properties?

Higher Dimson: Exclusion was proposed originally because of AONB & WHS
designation & risk of coalescence with Gunnislake. However, although it is
of a looser, lower density character than Drakewalls generally, it can be seen
as being a part of the settlement. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB.
The application of the criteria of Policy HP 3 and the retention of the rural
gap or a policy to avoid coalescence particularly important here.

•

Why is Heath Cottage excluded?

Heath Cottage is a barn conversion & new dwelling. It projects into the
rural gap between the two ribbons of development running north from
Drakewalls. This has gradually eroded over the last 30 years. For consistency
include the cottage and the site alongside should now be included in the DB.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB.

•

Why was Delaware Farm and the workshops?

Delaware Farm and the workshops – Delaware Farmhouse and its
immediate curtilage are included. Beyond that are agricultural barns,
detached from the main built area, with several modern working farm
buildings. The workshops are further north beyond the farm. The farmhouse
forms a natural boundary of the settlement. However the boundary as
originally proposed inadvertently includes a farm building. ADJUST
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE WORKING FARM BUILDING FROM THE DB.

•

Why is Clare Cottage excluded?

Clare Cottage is included - on the OS map the name Clare Cottage is shown
over an outbuilding on the opposite side of the road: the cottage adjoins
Delaware Farm. The outbuilding is in a stand of trees located on the edge of
the field to the north of the DB. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

Why is Woodleigh House excluded

Woodleigh House is a detached house in TPO woodlands north of the
Delaware Outdoor Education Centre, the open grounds of which are also
excluded from the DB. The entire area is in the WHS. The land is of a
different character. This site is enclosed on two sides by development,
including the recent Hillbrow residential estate to the west. If Woodleigh
House were included in the DB it could lead to development similar to that
to the west. The present extent of the built environment, and our ability to
understand the historic boundaries of the mineworkers’ settlements, would
be seriously degraded. The coalescence of St Ann’s Chapel and the
neighbouring settlement of Drakewalls, already being driven by the Hillbrow
development, would be complete. However a wooded area of the grounds
is inconsistently included in the DB, as is part of the outdoor activity area at
the Outdoor Education Centre. A more sensible boundary in keeping with
the nature of the settlement is suggested. CONTINUE TO EXCLUDE
WOODLEIGH HOUSE FROM DB. MODIFY DB IMMEDIATELY SOUTH OF
OAKWOOD
•
•
•

Sunset Cottage (Raised verbally at the fact-finding session)

TO RUN EAST TO THE CURTILAGE OF THE TERRACE
THEN TO THE CORNER OF MYRTLE VIEW
ABOVE THE OUTDOOR CENTRE TO REJOIN THE EXISTING BOUNDARY

Sunset Cottage. The area of the old mine sett south of Sunset has become
integrated with the garden and to be consistent should now be included in
the DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Treverran. To be consistent with the methodology this property and its
garden/approach should be included. Note that field alongside has been
subject to an application for construction of 18 dwellings (6 affordable),
that was refused on Appeal in 2019. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN
DB

Alexandra Terrace. To be consistent, the boundary should be pulled back to
the rear boundary of the gardens of Alexandra Terrace.
St Ann’s Chapel DB [See Map 4]
• The map isn’t complete at the eastern end. The plan for each
settlement development boundary should be complete and not
extend onto other plans.
•

Why isn’t Fosters Meadow included in dev boundary?

There is an overlap with the map for Drakewalls so there is no difficulty in
seeing the boundary at the eastern end. Reducing the scale to fit a long thin
settlement such as St Ann’s Chapel would cause much detail to be lost, even
with the zoomable versions.
Foster’s Meadow. The original methodology excluded affordable housing
sites allowed under rural exception policy so as to avoid ‘leapfrogging’
development. Methodology now amended to incorporate completed or U/c
affordable schemes in the DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Sunnyside and Works. As above this site should now be included as to
exclude would be inconsistent. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
OLL AN GWELLA (Affordable Housing estate). Now under construction so
include in DB to be consistent with changed methodology. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Two rows of dwellings on either side of the A390 at Fourwinds and Holly
Lodge This cluster of dwellings is well detached from St Ann’s Chapel. If
they were included in the DB the fields between the settlement and the
cluster would liable to development, forming a finger of ribbon
development and extending the settlement further into the countryside and
WHS. Understanding the historic boundaries of the mineworkers’
settlements would be seriously degraded, harming the OUV of the World
Heritage Site. RETAIN BOUNDARIES RO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

What about the two rows of dwellings on either side of the A390 at
Fourwinds and Holly Lodge?

•

What about Higher Down?

Higher Down This is a rural exception dwelling. As it has now been built it
should be included in the DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

•

The area around Tamar Valley Donkey Park e.g. is there a reason
why Sunloch is not included?

Sunloch A good tree-lined boundary separates it from the St Ann’s Chapel
settlement but it forms an obvious southern boundary CHANGE BOUNDARY
TO INCLUDE SUNLOCH IN DB

•

Why is Chenoweth excluded?

Chynoweth The name refers to the property immediately to the west. There
is no dwelling on this site. This site with the site alongside could have been
regarded as a ‘rounding off’ opportunity. However it forms a green gap on
this side of the road that contributes to the rural character of the settlement
and links visually with the SSSI immediately to the south. Excluding the site
also offers a buffer between development and the SSSI. The land to the
south is also the site of a D-Day ‘Bubble Camp’ as shown on the HER and it is
likely that the whole area has historic significance. The two sites are
together of a size that if included in the DB could attract 10 – 15 dwellings
which would add significantly to the urbanization of the area and risk harm
to the SSSI. Adding the area into the DB without a proportionate heritage
assessment would be unwise. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

•

Why does it cut through Martletts Cottage?

Martlets Cottage. For consistency with methodology, small area of garden
should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

•

Why are Thornridge and The Laurels excluded?

Thornridge & The Laurels. To reflect recent development and for
consistency with the methodology, CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

•

Why exclude Salter’s Farmhouse?

Salter’s Farmhouse is a Grade II LB Farmhouse within a farm complex of
agricultural buildings, possibly with potential for barn conversions. It does
not form part of the settlement. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Downhead. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of garden
should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
NOTE: On the northern side of St Anns Chapel are some very long thin
gardens running upslope above the village. These have been excluded in
accordance with the methodology on large gardens projecting into the
countryside.

Rising Sun DB [See Map 5]
• Why is Stamp’s Retreat excluded?

Stamp’s Retreat: The site is more visually associated with the industrial
estate to the south and east rather than the settlement. Prince of Wales
Mine, a Scheduled Ancient Monument, is just beyond the eastern boundary.
It is essential to retain the historical identity. There is also a long-standing
concern about coalescence with Harrowbarrow to the south. RETAIN
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Canrith to Wild Winds and Owls to Kalyn: The proposed DB near this string
of properties was drawn tight to the dwellings, excluding the bottom of
their gardens. Consistentcy with the revised methodology means the
gardens should be included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN THE DB
Rising Sun Farm. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of
garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

Harrowbarrow DB [See Map 6]
•Why is Rose Park excluded?

Penglow, May Cottage, Rising Sun Cottage. For consistency with
methodology the excluded area of garden should be included in DB.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Rose Park/Harrowbarrow School: ‘Rose Park’ has a large curtilage which
was included within the 2007 boundary projecting beyond the school site.
Several speculative pre-apps have been submitted in the vicinity, indicating
a pressure for development. Therefore, the DB at ‘Rose Park’ was drawn
back to the school boundary, which will reduce the likelihood of the site
being intensified and the two pre-app sites coming forward in the rural gap
that separates Harrowbarrow and Metherell. To be consistent with the
methodology it is suggested that the school also be excluded from the DB.
AMEND BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE BOTH THE SCHOOL AND ROSE PARK.

•Why is 21 Long Acre excluded?

21 Long Acre – This is an affordable housing needs dwelling but is built &
should now be included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

•Why isn’t the dwelling to the west of Jubilee House included?

Dwelling to the west of Jubilee House. This is an affordable housing needs
dwelling but is built & should now be included, as should the car park to its
north-east. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

Foxgloves. Minor correction needed to follow garden boundary. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Netley House. Minor correction needed to follow garden boundary and
avoid crossing through building. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Sunnyridge. Minor correction needed to follow garden boundary. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE PART AND EXCLUDE PART FROM DB
Teffont, Grey Nelly and Chapel Terrace. For consistency with methodology
the excluded area of gardens should be included in DB. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Nampara. Minor correction needed to follow garden boundary. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Dunplowin, Sunnyside, Kings Orchard. Minor corrections needed to follow
garden boundary. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Cherry Trees, Oakapple Acre, The Coppins, The Cedars. For consistency
with methodology the excluded area of gardens should be included in DB.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Hobbit House. Minor correction needed to follow garden boundary and
avoid crossing through building. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Latchley DB [See Map 7]
•Why isn’t The Old Watermill included?

The Old Watermill is within the flood plain of the stream passing through
the village. Its inclusion within the DB, from which it is clearly detached,
would serve no purpose. RETAIN BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

• It looks as though an opportunity for infill has been excluded – is there a
reason for this?

Higher Metherell DB [See Map 8]
•The route of the boundary around Norris Green Cottage needs
clarification.

‘An opportunity for infill has been excluded – is there a reason for this?’
Presumably this a reference to the area between James Terrace and
Solomon’s Farm. The land is an important green and visual link into the
surrounding AONB and also in the flood plain, so its inclusion within the DB
would serve no purpose. NB Small adjustment has been made to
incorporate residential/holiday let conversions at Solomon’s Farm. RETAIN
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB
Boundary around Norris Green Cottage –This follows what is understood to
be the boundary of the residential curtilages. However, evidence from
cadastral parcels suggest that some small alterations are required to better
reflect these and be consistent with methodology. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO
INCLUDE IN DB

•Why is Sunspan excluded?

Sunspan - This is a dwelling on edge of a working farm which should be
included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

•Why is Higher Newton excluded?

Higher Newton – Is on the east end of a finger of development projecting
from the village and to be consistent with the methodology should be
included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
The Areopagus. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of the
garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Perivale. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of the garden
should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Badgers Brook. These are affordable housing needs dwellings now built and
should now be included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Silver Springs to Amberleigh. For consistency with methodology the
excluded areas of the gardens should be included in DB. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

Lower Metherell DB [See Map 9]
•Why does it cut through half of building at Cully Park?

Half of building at Cully Park There is a long history of unauthorised uses
and enforcement. The cadastral land ownership parcel passes through the
agricultural building. The DB was drawn to reflect that. However, it is more
appropriate to bring the DB boundary east to exclude the whole of that
building. (There is a live application for a bungalow on Celtic Park. If that
approved, the DB might justifiably be wrapped around the site so that a
ribbon of development along the lane to the west does not ensue.) MODIFY
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE THE WHOLE OF THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDING

•Why does it exclude The Willows – Is there a recent permission for 8
mobile homes?

The Willows – This site had been used for the stationing of static caravans
for many years. However as the mobile homes were unencumbered by
adequate planning conditions as to occupancy, they were tantamount to
permanent dwellings. In October 2020 the LPA therefore granted PP for 8
permanent dwellings on the site. Consequently it is appropriate to update
the DB to incorporate this new reality. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN
DB

•Why does it exclude Trelean?

Trelean. This is an affordable housing needs dwelling and should now be
included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Little Croft. For consistency with methodology the excluded areas of the
gardens should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
St Davids and Marvan. For consistency with methodology the areas outside
the residential gardens should be excluded from the DB. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

Gunnislake DB [See Map 10]
• Why is Tidal Reach excluded?

Tidal Reach are affordable local needs dwellings and should be included.
CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB

• Why is South View excluded and the field to the north? Is there an extant
planning permission?

South View An area of former mineworkers’ small holdings largely within
the flood plain and important to Gunnislake’s historic setting within the
AONB. PP for two dwellings was granted on appeal in 2015, despite
objections from the LPA because of the impact of the development.
Subsequent redesigns of the dwellings have also been objected to, notably
by the WHS on the grounds that more recent appeal decisions favour the
protection of mineworkers’ smallholdings over development that causes
less than substantial harm to the setting of the site. PP has lapsed as
unimplemented and in view of the heritage interest and the site’s location
within the WHS and the AONB it should be excluded from the DB. RETAIN
BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE FROM DB

• Why are Kingswood House, Wishbone House, Marlow House and Wier
View excluded?

Kingswood House, Wishbone House, Marrowbone House, Marlow House
and Wier View. The site should be within the DB to be consistent with
methodology and ensure that the large gardens come under control of NDP
Policy HP3 and are not treated as Previously Developed Land. CHANGE
BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB.
South View. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of the
garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Bealswood Bungalow. To be consistent with the methodology the
wooded/rough areas outside the residential curtilage should be excluded
and the DB follow the garden boundary. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO EXCLUDE
FROM DB
Rose Cottage/Crofters. For consistency with methodology the excluded
area of the garden should be included in DB. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO
INCLUDE IN DB
Greenbank Cottage. For consistency with methodology the excluded area of
the garden should be included. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO INCLUDE IN DB
Star Park. Minor drafting error to be amended. CHANGE BOUNDARY TO
EXCLUDE FROM DB

